
a vampire academy
curriculum for students of a less toothless world

on the menu – a course plan

coagulated swigs
crickets and flies

you can’t always be sure that a feast of blood is just around the 
corner. so sometimes a liquid snack of something else is all you 
can get

before drinking, stare into the glass as you would into the abyss. 
because this is just that

ingredients: ice, quail egg, cognac, ginger beer

---
you can watch the subtitles

late for the movie again? don’t consider the evening ruined just 
yet, but enjoy the subtitles with this suitable concoction 

ingredients: frozen peas, basil, tarragon & some other green 
herblike plant you have lying around, and of course tsipouro. take 
the life out of every leaf as you plug it from the stem

---
when my teeth were falling out

worst thing that can happen! luckily, this drink will momentarily 
make you lose all consciousness about your tooth-problem. and 
about everything else

drink it like nobody’s watching. ‘cause nobody is

ingredients: vodka, tomatillo, chopped radish

---
mix this with a knife

flowing thick like blood, with that wonderful salty touch, this 
is the perfect way to begin your solitary evening. while mixing, 
think of how this would have gone so well with a conversation. 
but you’re alone. it’ll make you mix harder 

ingredients: condensed milk, black currant chacha, salt, ice

profane mouthfuls
it’s secular

there is little room for the fanged in sacred circles, which calls for a 
drink. dodge a bullet with this milky blur, and remember to drink 
it lukewarm

ingredients: vodka, chacha, chopped radish, raki

jesus was a miner

everyone thought jesus was a carpenter, but no, he also spent 
some time underground. explore the highs of the depths with this 
guileless formula

this drink is simple and obvious, and it will make you feel like it 
was the best idea you ever had. afterwards you will realize how 
dumb that is, and have one more. repeat

ingredients: pour pure vodka into a holy water font and let 
yourself go

---
keep the placenta

as a respectful gesture to all mothers

take sips interchangeably as if this was the first drink you ever 
had, and the last drink you’ll ever have. enjoy the spectrum, go 
crazy on the moebius strip, and keep in mind that this flow will 
not last forever

ingredients: a body shot on the virgin mary, any alcohol will work

deep red gulps
suck it out

test your abilities with a funnel – it’s a tunnel but fun. place the 
dry ingredients in a funnel and put it in your mouth. then pour 
vodka in and suck it out

ingredients: vodka, strawberries dipped in grinded coffee beans 
and sprinkles of all the feelings of rejection you accumulated over 
the years

---
one shot at the red balloon

always aim for red. but when you’ve had ten shots to hit the mark 
and only gotten one or two, then you need some consolation

this works

ingredients: campari, champagne, red currants, a straw, a tiny bit 
of vodka, and just a pinch of hatred

---
this is lenin’s livingroom

some might say that this is speculative. but wouldn’t it be strange 
if this particular drink had not, at some point, been served at 
vladimir’s place?

throw in each berry while discarding everyone who ever broke 
your heart (just to swallow them right back into your system)

ingredients: champagne and kompot

---
bela lugosi is dead

this is sad and it deserves a toast. drink half and pour the rest on 
the ground for bela. then do one more so you both get a full glass 
in total

ingredients: gin, redcurrant syrup, cranberry juice. as a finishing 
touch, gently line the top of the glass with the last sparkle of life 
from your eyes (this is tricky for the second drink, but just squeeze 
it out)

piercing sips

…which would lead me to...

a fancy drink that will make you look both intelligent and slightly 
terrifying

burst your desire while you crush the ice, but be aware that this 
drink will make you promises that it will never keep

ingredients: porcupine spikes, ice, champagne, ginger beer, and 
the sweat of failure

---
it’s gonna be fun

this is risky, and it should be

ingredients: mushroom, vodka, chili. combine well with a single 
tear, preferably fresh, but the one that you saved in a small bottle 
will do

---
i’d rather have one of yours 

always remember to leave your mark and incite jealousy and 
romance. take this drink to bed - it will just be the two of you. 
again

ingredients: champagne, piece of red lipstick. taint it with your 
love wasted

rapid fixes
we keep our savings in our mouths

some have gold in their mouths, others have fangs. both are 
valuable

drink this with the tip of your tongue, where all of your self-
loathing and disappointing being emanates the fullest

ingredients: vodka-shot with finely chopped pickles in it

---
she used to be an artist

are you an actress in your late thirties? then you’re probably 
drinking alone because there are no longer any roles for you out 
there. pick yourself up with this

ingredients: simply a gammel dansk shot. drink it in the shower, 
from a paper cup made out of the feuilleton section of your local 
newspaper, and let all your sins shine permanently

---
it’s a quickie

dawn is coming and there is no time to waste

ingredients: tiger balm, gin. plunge in one teaspoon of crystallized 
fear from one of the small jars you keep hidden in all of your 
pockets. shake it with a sigh that says it all

for the kids
carbonated rainwater in the dark

---

this is a menu for a late-night geography to be used by isolated and bloodthirsty 
creatures, drinking alone together, sharing dreads, liquids and horrors to sink their 

teeth into

lecturers and opening hours: no-one will guide you, and it never stops

exam information: there are only wrong ways of doing this, there are no 
measurements, and there are no expectations

A VAMPIRE ACADEMY - first installment of a…academy. 
conceived one late night by a group of sommeliers and absinthees, 
talking together alone at midnight: andreas baader, giorgi 
rodinov, mareike wenzel, and michael alexander ulfstjerne. 
among them by themselves were katharina stadler and 
martin demant frederiksen, who later edited the curriculum


